
ACTIVITY:  BEST OUT OF WASTE                               CLASS: V                SECTION:  C 

Name Of the Activity  : Best out of Waste 

Participants   : Grade : V, Section-C 

Coordinators   : 1. S.Mokshitha, Grade-V 

      2. E.Tanigai Selvan, Grade-V 

Judges    :1.  M.Prajith. Grade-V 

      2. S.Bhuvanesh Kumar. Grade-V 

Observers   1. Mrs. R. Chitra, Additional Correspondent  

                                                      2. Dr.I.John Marlin Inbakumar, Principal 

Recycling means turning the materials from waste into something new. It is important, 

however, not to confuse recycling with reusing, which is where old things, such as clothes, are 

donated or given a new use instead of being thrown out. 

Do you have a heap of cardboard boxes in your place, just lying around, eating dust, 

waiting to make the inevitable journey to the dump yard? Did you keep them safe all this 

while thinking you could teach your child about recycling? Are you looking for fun ideas 

through which your child can convert these waste materials into something useful? 

Well, we’ve got that sorted. Better yet, we could help you spend some quality time with 

your child, help develop her/his imagination and creativity and teach them about 

recycling. In PINKZ PUBLIC SCHOOL, We are talking about some good waste material craft 

that you simply will enjoy with our child. 

In Grade-V, all boys and girls involved to bring reinvention from wastes called best out of 

waste. As a poem from Mrs Bhagya Lakshmi, who stands as a class teacher of Grade-V 

that is given below. 



Recycling is…  

A ravenous animal,  

eating junk,  

then shoot out out sort new bits and pieces.  

It is lay an old container 

into a machine and watching it  

change into something new.  

 

Recycling is… 

renewing a energy 

a bunch of creative talents 

smashing down today’s waste and  

turning it into tomorrow’s Reinvention.  

Best out of Waste activity was carried as life skill activity by Grade- V, Section-C Children. 

Invitations are regular, but an invitation in a banana leaf looks special right. Yes, 

M. Kishorekumar S. Nirvindha and of Grade V invited Mrs. R.Chitra, Aditional Correspondent 

and Dr.I.John Marlin Inbakumar, Principal with wordings scripted on a banana leaf. 

 

 



Our Principal and Our Additional Correspondent  receiving the invitation with a bright smile and 

eagerness to attend the show. Pinkz banner was set on to start up the Activity. Here the kids 

showed their talents in art too..! S. Mokshitha of Grade-V and the Coordinator of this activity  

initiates the programme with a welcome speech and also invites the special judges who looks 

really tuff and gigantic in  their judgment. 

 

   
Although the season of Christmas is gone here this little one reminds us about the Christmas 

tree made out of thrown husk of groundnuts. I need no glasses..! Here I have turned out the 

unused CD’s as jewelry to my eyes. Looks cool right Ha…Ha…Ha… Wondering what is it ?? I’m 

using the coconut sticks to build a strong chariot so that once in a while I can carry out my 

school on this pretty chariot on a merry go round. 



   

  

 

Sssshhh !! Don’t disturb them the little kids busy in allotting marks with a wonderful coat on their 

shoulders just to show us “We Are The Young Judges”.Uffooo …!!  
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